
Welcome to the Seedlings Parent-Child Class! 
Thank you for your interest in our parent-child class at Song Sparrow Playgarden! I’ve put some information 
together so we can work collectively as a group beginning with our first class together. Please read this 
document and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I have found it’s too difficult to cover all of 
this when the children are present, but it’s important that we are sync when it comes to the fundamentals of 
our group. Don’t worry about memorizing, mainly it’s an overview so we can begin on the same page. 

FOOD 

Amy will provide tea and toast. Please bring one piece of organic fruit to share. Be sure to notify Amy of any 
allergies on the registration form. 

CLOTHING 

Children should wear sturdy play clothes and closed toe shoes. Basically clothes to get dirty in. On sunny days 
a sun hat for both caregivers and children is strongly encouraged. 

It is often colder here at the Playgarden than it is just down the street. Be sure to dress your child in layers. 

During the rainy season, except in the most inclement weather, we will still play outside for a short period. 
Make sure children have warm hats that cover the ears, rain pants, rain coat and rain boots/waterproof shoes 
so they can enjoy playing and stay warm. Of course, parents will also be happy in a nice sturdy raincoat with a 
hood too. At times, we may be inside for snack and tea. 

CELLPHONES 

When we are outside, please keep cell phones out of view and on vibrate or airplane mode. If you need to pull it 
out for a quick picture, please stash it away quickly. Please ask permission before posting pictures of other 
people’s children on social media. 

PERSONAL BELONGINGS 

There is a place to the right of the sparrow gate for you to place your bags and other personal items.  If it’s 
rainy, you’re welcome to put your bags in the shed. 

EXPECTATIONS OF CAREGIVERS 

Look busy and keep your voices low. 

It is very important for caregivers to be busy in their “work” while at Playgroup. Unless you are a mama with a 
baby in arms, please refrain from sitting at the snack table for a chat unless you are busy crafting. The children 
model what we are doing and I have found they will sit at the table with you instead of playing. You may bring 
handwork like knitting or sewing, pull weeds, or participate in other activities tending to the garden.  

Sometimes I will have a craft for you to make. There will be a sign-up sheet for small tasks such as serving tea 
and chopping fruit. By being engaged in our work (and looking busy) we inspire the children to be engaged in 
their work of play. Also, by participating in this work, I am freed up to be with the children while the caregivers 
socialize. If you are feeling the urge to connect, ask a partner to work with you so you can enjoy conversation. 

We are going to have a strong desire to talk and connect with the other adults-after all, most of us spend a 
great deal of time only connecting with our children all day! I ask that the conversation volume be low so that 
the children aren’t distracted or overwhelmed by the sound. (especially in the small playroom inside) And 
please keep current events/news topics or any scary/tragic stories away from little ears. During our snack time, 
please refrain from conversation. I have found when the adults are talking around the table, the children have 
a hard time staying seated and finishing snack. 

I expect some children may be shy. The goal is to have the caretakers doing some work (knitting, chopping 
fruit, gardening, raking, etc…) so that the children can be immersed in their play. They are welcome to cling to 
you or join us in our work, whichever makes them most comfortable. I have child-sized tools such as brooms, 
rakes, shovels so they can “work” too and I will do my best to encourage the children to be together so parents 
have a chance to connect. Our job at seedlings is to encourage the children to play with their peers versus 
being entertained by the adults so that you have a chance to connect and learn. It usually takes about two or 
three weeks for the children to become comfortable enough with our rhythm and their new friends, to go off to 
play by themselves. As long as we maintain the collective intention to do our work while they play, they will do 
so confidently. 



CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND THE RIE APPROACH TO SHARING 

I don’t force sharing unless you are at least 3 years old. (Sometimes 2.5 depending on the child) 

There may be conflict, but with some basic ground rules, we can all feel comfortable stepping in when we feel 
it’s appropriate. It takes a village! 

There will be taking of toys! And the reason behind the taking varies as children get older. The one year olds 
want the toy that is alive (always in someone else’s hands:) The two year olds think “it’s mine”. The three year 
and four year olds often have a purpose or goal to their play (and need all the pieces for their thing to work!)  

It’s important that we as caregivers don’t take our toddler’s behavior personally, or think it is a reflection of our 
parenting. There are peaceful ways to approach conflicts between children .  

Prior to 2 years old: as caregivers we can learn a lot by pausing and observing two children taking from each 
other. However, this takes a lot of self control and it’s ok to stumble. In the RIE approach, we only intervene 
when someone’s safety is being threatened or they are being hurt. If this happens, instead of removing the 
child from the situation, we state “Our hands are gentle. I won’t let you…hit, bite (whatever they’re doing)” 
while we protect the child from being hurt. When we remove the child, they miss the opportunity to learn from 
it. With the older ones, we can redirect. “You really want the stick. I see another stick over there you could use.” 
With the younger ones, we can state what is happening, “He has the shovel. I see you really want it too.” 

Three and four year olds: When all of the caregivers in our group are in alignment with sharing between the 
children we can work together towards a resolution. We never want anyone to feel left out. Our approach is, 
sometimes you have to wait your turn. I never allow anyone over 3 years old to take something away from 
someone. 

If an older child wants something that someone is using, they may ask first, but if the other child is still using 
it, they have to wait and/or use something else for the time being. We don’t make kids give up the toys they’re 
using for the sake of teaching sharing, but we also don’t let the children over three take things from each 
other, instead we give them options of using other toys or asking if they can use it. 

This session, there will be an amazing Waldorf trained assistant with us to be with the children! But there may 
be times when she may be with other children and not able to assist with a conflict. By having us all on the 
same page, we can all feel comfortable stepping in when necessary. This has been a beautiful part of our 
group. It takes a village! (Have I said that already?) 

If you see me, Nicole or another parent facilitating a conflict with your child, stand by and observe and wait to 
see if the adult would like assistance before intervening. Children can receive mixed messages about what is 
expected of them if too many people step in. Consider it a learning opportunity to see what your child is 
capable of. 

I strive for positive resolutions that don’t involve shaming or forced apologies. While the RIE approach does not 
force toddlers to share or take turns, we do ask children to be gentle and kind. If you are unfamiliar, there will 
be ample time for me or Nicole to model this technique for you and act as mediator.  

There may be upset. Others may want toys that are being used by someone else. My goal is to provide a safe 
space and an opportunity for children (and us too!) to learn how to be with upset and work through it with 
their peers with our guidance. There is no perfect way, so don’t worry about that. We’re all learning just like our 
children are! 

A good place to start in understanding this approach is Magda Gerber’s “Caring for Infants with Respect.” There 
is a very short chapter on Sharing that I’ve scanned and posted in Suggested Reading on The “Seedlings” Web 
Page. 

THANK YOU FOR READING THIS FAR! 

Don’t worry about learning a bunch of new stuff before you come. When a large group of children come 
together with their parents who may have different approaches to parenting, it’s important to have some basic 
ground rules so we can have a commonality. As long as we begin with the intention to create peace for the 
children and be open to learning while we’re together, everything else will fall into place and we will have fun! 

I look forward to gathering in the garden with you and your children! 

Warmth and blessings, 

Amy


